














































Despite  an 
earlier  win 








































other  stuff that isn't
 necessarily 
news
 you can 
































































Bryan  Gold 
Daily staff writer
 




 was in the hallway 
in front of room 315 on 
Friday at 
approximately  5:30 am., according 
to a resident. 
Moulder  Hall resident Jeniene 
Rodrigues,
 a junior majoring in 
psychology, also said that the 
couch was not on fire when 
she 
was in the hallway. 
"I had walked
 down to the bath-
room at 5:30 and the couch was 
there as I walked into the bath-
room," 
Rodrigues  said. "Room 
315 is right in front of the women's 
bathroom. The couch was sitting 
there
 in the hallway." 




before  6 




































































































































Staley  said 
that he 
would  not 
comment

















which  she 
estimated  
















heard a high pitched 
buzzing 
sound.
 I didn't know 
what
 it was. 
I 
thought
 it was in my ears." 
Rich said 
that she had heard the 
buzzing sound for two 
hours. 
Staley said
 that the sound 
may  
have been 
a smoke alarm in the 
one  of the rooms 
although,
 "I don't 
know 
what  was going on at 5:30. I 
can't even speculate." 
Moulder  Hall residents who live 
on the first or 
second  floor were 
allowed to move back into 
their 
rooms 
while people living on the 
third floor will be placed in alterna-










 Daily staff 
photographer  
Graduate  social work 
student Melanie Stern




 samples of drug 
paraphernalia lay 
in a case on 
the 
table  outside of the 
Student  Union. Drug
 program brochures
 and a 
video
 about drug 
problems
 are to be on 
display  for the rest 
of
 the week. 
The  information 
table  is part of a 
sociology  class 
taught















 at O'Con 
nor Hospital after having 
seizures








Before her morning class 













 Terry U. 








 where she 
experienced  a 
second  seizure. 
Chaos' breathing





























put into effect 
By Leigh Ann Clifton 
Daily staff writer 









the parking boot is a 
device  that 
Ins around the
 car's wheel, 
making  
the 




belonging  to an 
SJSU  stu-
dent was discovered
 sporting a 
stolen parking 
permit  and the boot 
was 
placed













fines,  suspension, 
being placed 
on 
probation  and/or 




Manson,  manager 
of traffic and 
parking operations.
 






morning to claim his car, but didn't 
have the $10 fec 




 will be made,
 
Manson
 said, the boot 
will remain 








 to make the 
payment.  
The car, parked in 
front  of Joe 
West 
Hall,  was checked by officers 
conducting a routine 
inspection,  
Manson  said. 
Enforcement
 officers carry 
with  
them a "hot
 list" of Iasi and stolen 
permits, he said. When they 
real-
ized the 
permit  was one reported 




The permit in question
 belonged 
to a faculty member and was valid 
until 
June
 30, 1991. 
The SJSU
 policy on lost, stolen 
and fraudulent parking permits 
was  
signed into effect by SJSU Presi-




penalties the student receives will 
be handled by Dean Bait, dean of 
student services. 
Bat(  could not be 
reached for comment. 
Richard Staley, IJPD spokesman. 
said no information on the student 
was available at this time. 
In this type of situation, Staley
 
said. UPD would run a routine 
record check to sec if the individual 







































 a car 
parked  in 
front 
(Joe
 West Hall is the first 
to be issued by the 
I1PD.  Right. 
the parking 
boot makes the car 
inoperable until 
it





















































































































 good for basic 
shelter
 needs." Ban said. 
Around
 noon on 
Friday a 
small group
 of Moulder 
Hall  
residents was 
taken into the 
building  to get 
clothing  and 
whatever 
else they needed 
before they 
were
 relocated to 
other dorm moms. 
"We 
received
 calls from 
Berkeley,
 Stanford






could do to 
help out," 
Batt  said. 
See 


























































































































































































 and he 












 condition with burns 
covering,  
55 percent 
of his body and 
his  
roommate Thomas
 Byrd. 18, in 
serious
 condition has burns over 33 
percent 
of
 his body, according to 
The two French exchange 
stu-
dents.
 Slyvin Mehaute. 22, and 
Valerie Audoit. 




 their hands 
and faces.  
Welter said. 
Officials




 in Moulder 




hospitals  Friday 
morning. 









 blocking the 
door to room






cials  as students 



























Americans have watched 
the Persian Gulf Crisis and 
the developments in Eastern 
Europe with 
tunnel -vision, Brazilian 
police may have 
been




recent  report by 
Amnesty 
International
 said that 
over  the year 
and 
half  leading 

































 said that 
there  
have been 
at least 17 
documented  
death squad killings
 in El 
Salvador  
since 
the  beginning of this year. 
And on 

















 a long time































violations would become 
only  a pair 
of chapters in the next
 generation's  
history books. 
Americans paid 
so much attention 
to the part of the 
world  that we had 
been used to watching with such great 
suspicion that the rest of the world 
became one big blind spot. We were 
surprised the day that a dictator of a 
small but militarily strong Middle
 
Eastern country, after 
months  of 
threatening and years of 
disregard  for 
individual freedom, invaded 
Kuwait.  
As Americans, we tend to limit our 
world view 
as
 we ignore the events in 







But while we 
worry  about our own 
sufferings and
 the sufferings of those 
who could make 
our lives difficult, a 
large part of the world is continually 
at war or under oppression.
 
There
 is no reason why 
American pressure 
and  public 
attention 
can't  work to 
improve the human
 rights situations 
all over South America, Africa and
 
the rest of the world. 
Most of the time, it is easy for us to 
ignore the Third 
World  and other 
countries that do not have the 
freedom, comfort, or standard of 
human rights that
 we have. 
They are easy to 
ignore until their 
problems boil over and spill into our 
laps, as recently 
happened  in the 
Middle 
East.  
The Persian Gulf 
Crisis  should 
serve as a reminder to us that there is 
a 
whole  world out tllcrc of conflicts 
unresolved and atrocities unpunished. 
For our own safety, we 
should  be 
aware of themand also for the 
sake  




VOICE   LESSLY 
WIKLE  
Recycling 
a partial solution 
The recycling movement has begun. With 
it, it has brought new jobs, student 
organizations and student activism, and has 
created  an entire institution dedicated solely to 
the process and management of waste. 
This movement is 
dedicated  to reducing
 the 
amount of waste that we create. Our already 
packed landfills badly need this 
support.  This 
new recycling movement hopes to help 
achieve the goal of a 50 percent reduction in 
waste
 by the year 2,000. 
This new ideology in waste management 
will help to decrease our waste problems and 
will hopefully create a new understanding 
of 
the types 






 we cannot just look to the 
recycling industry
 to solve our problems. We 
must face the reality that recycling can help 
but it cannot solve our consumption crisis. 
Each year, we devastate  millions of acres of 
forest land to produce paper cups. napkins and 
packaging for consumer goods. These
 
products are not necessary and, furthermore, 
they can be replaced with 
reusable  items like 
cloth and ceramic. 
Pre -cycling asks us to make the decision 
to 
use reusable items 
first,
 and only support a 
disposable industry when the disposable 
products are 
recycled
 and can be recycled. 
Not 
only should we recycle all 
papers,  glass and 
plastics, we should take a critical look at all of 
the products we consume.
 We need to make 
the choice not to drink that soda if it is 
not  in a 
reusable container. 
We need to stop supporting the 
throw -away 
industries by not buying reusable 
napkins,
 
towels and dishware. We need to vote with 
our  
However, we cannot 
just look to the 
recycling 
industry  to 
solve our problems. 
We must
 face the 
reality that 
recycling  
can help but it cannot 





 companies who use non -
bleached recycled paper 
products.
 
The recycling ethic can only take us so far 




conscientious program of pre -
cycling 
and recycling can make the 50 percent 
reduction of waste in  landfills. 
Pre -cycling
 and recycling also reduce our 
desire to devastate the forests of this world for 
our disposable paper 
products.  
Ultimately, we 
must  take responsibility for 
the 
waste that we create and
 we must make a 
conscious effort to 
decrease our contribution
 
at the landfill. 
This  means increasing our 
contribution  to 
this earth
 by purchasing only goods that we 
need and purchasing
 wisely. 
Lessly Wikk is the
 President of SAFER and 
a 




















































 NC -17 
I 
thought that the Church Lady was 
a fictional character, but apparently 
she is not. 
It seems as if she would have been 
employed by the Motion Picture 
Association of America, where she 
would hold a high key position. 
Maybe 
that's  the reason the 
MPAA has 
been so active in giving 
X ratings out to any movie tnat
 
slightly violated
 its ethic standaids, 
which,  because of their 
nature, seem 
to 
have been set at the dawn
 of the 
motion  picture 
industry.  
'lb the astonishment
 of  film critics, 







His Wife and Her Lover," 
or,  "Tie Me 
Up, Tie Me 
Down,"  have been 
recently stamped with X 
ratings,  in a 




It is true 
that both movies 
contained nudity and 
strong  se:, 
scenes, but everything developed 
within an artistic frame. Sex was part 
of the movies but 
it wasn't the main 
objective to catalogue them as X-
rated. 
Now, it is Philip Kaufman's turn, 
but his movie, "Henry & June," after 
much controversy,
 has set a 
new 
landmark in the rating system. 
Scenes such as prostitutes doing 
mime sex and lesbian love had 
Kaufman's movie on the verge of 






















to the X 
rating,
 







This new rating may encourage
 
acceptance
 of movies by theater 
chains that until now 
rejected 
X-
rated films and directors will be able 
to work more freely on their projects. 
It was about time we had a 
different answer from these 
MPAA 
people who seem to 
believe that 
classical sculptures of 
the human 






"Henry & June" love scenes 
have 
nothing to do with 
pornography.  They 
are not only artistically focused, but 




on behalf of decency, censors 
were ready to do the cutting. 
Give me a break. 




 violent films instead? 
"You can cut off a breast but you 
can't caress it," Kaufman was 
quoted 
as saying in the 




And that's perhaps the most 
annoying  part. MPAA members have 
been so often 
busy  looking for libido 
where  there wasn't any, that in the 





 and our 
society
 has become 
increasingly  
desensitized
 to it. 
Now, MPAA's retraction





But I think 
that not only 
the round, 
but the whole






 is OK, as long 
as
 
she  is kept as 
a fictional 
character.  
But I am not 
a fictional 












 NC -17 
rating may 
change the 
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after  the fire.
 Joining 
them were 































expenses.  Because 
it was 
arson and
 not a naturally
 occuring 
fire, 




Out of 21 injuries, six students 
were treated for 
serious injuries 
and remained hospitalized. Some 
were taken to Valley Medical for 
treatment. others to San Jose Hos-
pital. 
"The more serious burn victims 
were 
in isolation at Valley Medi-
cal," Ban
 said. 
Although SJSU officials 
were 
initially unable to talk to one stu-
dent, they were able to 
communi-
cate with the 




 are angry. They 
have every right to be angry. 
They're hurt." Batt said. 
Fullerton explained that
 anger is 
a natural
 process to be worked 
through whenever a traumatic inci-
dent occurs. 
"We we're pretty angry also. 
Arson is a crime that's 
pretty  hard 
to understand,"
 she said. 
Helping students 
understand are 
professional  counselors 
who are 
attempting to 
answer  questions 
such  as "why us, 
who would do 
something 
like  this?" 
"We're  really 































smashing  into house 
NAPA.  
Cala  










































nurse spokesperson. She is 
heavily 
sedated  and 
very suscep-
tible
 to outside disease  
Chaos' father and Li are the only 
visitors
 allowed,  
said the 
spokesperson. 
Chaos' woes, however, reach
 
beyond the 
whether  he will sur-






 and growing 
hospital bill 
will
 be paid. 
According to 
Li, there is  doubt
 
as
 to whether 
Chaos's  health 
insurance
 will cover 
O'Connor 
Hospital's
 bills because Chaos 
failed 
to
 inform the 
Republic  of 
China 
Student  Insurance 
Plan 
that 





Chaos is barred 
coverage if she 
received treatment two
 years 




Linda Hassett of the CIGNA 
insurance 
claims  division. 
According to Li, 
Chaos  has 








because she is a 
non -taxpayer 
and
 a non-resident, Li said. 
"So far every channel
 is block-
aded,"  Li 
said.  
Under













with  minimal profes-
sional
 treatment
 for one 
year,  
according
 to Li. 
In July,







swell  and 
that
 she was 
losing her appetite. 
"She couldn't 
even finish an 
apple as 










lupus, a disease 
found  most fre-




 Jo Dewhirst of 
the 
Bay Area 
Lupus  Foundation. 
"She 














continued  to sec him 
until  she 
collapsed




is organizing a 
fund-
raiser to help 
with Chaos' hospi-
tal 
fees.  For more 
information 
call 
972-9091  or send 
donations  
to P.O. box
 35709, Monte 
Sereno,
 CA, 95030. 
Bombings





BLI.1- VS I . 
Northern  Ireland 
(API
 - Simultaneous  bomb
 at-











 and left a 
civilian missing 
and presumed dead,
 police said. 
The IRA claimed 
responsibility 
Five men were arrested in the 
Irish 
Republic in connection with 
the 
predav.n  
attacks.  which also in-
jured 
at
 leas! 27 people. 
six se-















civilians  acting 
under 
Irish 
Republican  Army threat.
 One 
of 
the drivers,  
an 
elderly  man,  
warned
 the soldiers
 at a check-
point.  hut not in time. 





















 in Dublin 
said 
the  five men 



















 MIL. the ci-
























said  to he "deeply 
shocked"
 by the 
bombings.  
Hospital  officials 
said  the in-
jured 
included  six 
members  of the 






 are on the bor-




 The Newry sta-
tion is located on the 
main  road 
be-















to he the 
driver  
of 






























Counseling set up for fire
 victims
 
By Amanda ikr,t,rciltaer  Wien 
'...E)unseling  for the
 residents and 
staff have been set
 up for those that 
have experienced
 shock from Fri-
day's fire
 in Moulder 
Hall.  
"I thought people were 
handling  
it very well, 
giving what a tragedy 
it 
really is," said Tern  Thames of 




 us were over there 
on Friday." 
Thames 
saw  students "walking 
around, kind of dazed," she said. 
"Mostly (the students) were 
wor-





 a great deal of 
concern by the residents about the 
injured residents, she added. 
Among the students on Friday 
there was "a lot of anger when the 
news came out that 
it
 (the fire) 
was 
set deliberately," according to 
Thames. 
Some of the emotions the resi-
dents may experience resulting 
from the fire, 
are outbursts of 
anger, a numb , detached feeling, 
and a feeling of being "on
 
edge" 
where the students could be easily 
startled, Thames 
said.  Each student 
is going to react differently,  she 
said. 
Once the students return to class 
they might find it difficult to con-
centrate 
while reading or taking 
notes in class, according 
to 
Thames. The pressure of upcom-
ing midterms and finals could pro-
long the trauma for residents 
because 
of
 missed classes and 
destroyed
 books and lecture notes, 
she added.  
"You move forward. I'm a little 
tired but we go forward." said Fred 
Najjar, director University Housing 
Services. "You gain a whole differ-
ent perspective." 
Physically 
the Moulder Hall resi-
dents could experience 
upset  stom-







 and trouble sleeping are 
other side affects 
some of the resi-
dents could be having, she added. 
Post traumatic feelings 
such as 
fear and helplessness "can last 
about a 
month or so" possibly six 
months or more. Thames said. 
Many 
of the Moulder Hall resi-
dents could experience delayed 
reactions, she added. 
Friday the students "seemed 
really calm and fine, but my guess 
is many 
will  experience delayed 
reactions,"  Thames said.
 
"I wouldn't be surprised if in a 
month some of the students
 have 
some of these symptoms," Thames 
said. 
Najjar said the events are 
similar
 
to those after last year's earth-
quake. 




 said. "These are 




deal  with either one." 
The  housing staff, 
including
 the 
resident advisors and directors 
went through a traumatic experi-
ence evacuating the residents from 
the building, according to Thames. 
"I've never had a better housing 
staff,"  Najjar said. "San 
Jose
 State 




 of the 
policemen  
who 
helped  rescue many students from 
their rooms were 
shaken up and 
they 
probably  have 
more experi-
ence in these situations, Thames 
said. 




I've ever seen," Najjar 
said about the burn victims. 
Another
 counselor, Bonnie 
Henkels-Luntz, accompanied 
Thames to the burn unit at the 
Santa Clara Valley Medical Center 
to support the family and friends ot 
the students injured 
in the early 
morning fire.
 
"They were definitely in 
shock 
on Friday," Thames said 
of the par-
ents. 















children,  the 
parents 





think that's pretty 
natural," she 
said. 
Counseling  is not 
limited to 
Moulder 
Hall  residents and 
the par-
ents of those 




talk to the 
counselors  




 Medical Center also 
pro-
vided a 
psychologist,  a social
 
worker  and a Vietnamese 
translator 





 Iraqi but no 
pull-out
 




 against Iraq is be-
ginning
 to squee/e the Iraqi occu-
pation  forces in Kuwait. hut there 







administration  and military: 






Defense  Secretary Dick Che-
ney . said 
Tuesday
 that Iraq is mak-





operations  in and around 
Kuwait as a result
 of the embargo. 























materials.  Ile cued 
Iraq's  recently 
imposed
 rationing of 
civ ihan sup-
plies of 
gasoline  as an 
indication 
that





























force as the 







spare  parts 
units are 
deployed  behind













Iraq has about 
430.000 










and southern  Iraq. hot- Williams





 Pentagon was 
considering  starting 
man said. 
Those Pentagon esti- 
a 
new 
%vase of troop deployments
 




































L. Powell. chairman 
Williams said more 






ot Stall, told re-  
(MX)
 U . S. troops now 
are in 
and 
porters in Riaudi Arabia on Tuesday 
around











solidi% in Kim MI. Me said he saw count issued 
hy Cheney on Oct. 
no es 
idencc  that 
Iraq









said  Pow:ell was con -
Williams










the  Iraqi army 



















 strike into Saudi 
ployments.  which 
President  Bush 









SparlaGuide is a daily 
calendar  avail-
able to SJSU student,  faculty and 
staff organizations at no charge 
TODAY
 
SPARTAN TRACK CLUB: 
Club workouts. 3 
p m South 
Campus track call 971-8764
 
CHRISTIAN STUDENTS FELLOWSHIP: 
Bible study and 




 S U Pacheco Room call 268-
1411 
RE-ENTRY PROGRAM: Re-entry support 
group 







 201 call 924-5930 
A.S. PROGRAM BOARD: 
Lenni Brenner 






call  924 
ART DEPARTMENT GALLERY OFFICE: 
Student
 







 Art Department 
call
 924-4330 
ECONOMICS STUDENTS  
ASSOCIATION:  
Meeting 2 30 
pm
 SU Pacheco Room 
GAY, 
LESBIAN AND BISEXUAL ALLI-
ANCE: 
Meeting  





















I 30 p m 





 speaker Paul 
Steinhauer
 12-1 30 
pin
























of last meeting and next 
meeting  agenda pickup
 by members 9 
a m -3 
pm
 SU Guadalupe










 8 p m 
Engineering Building




 Seminar by 
SJSU 
s S 
Moon  on Pedagogical 
Chaos  
1 30 



































































 Aldon Nielsen lecture on Slavery 
and 






 4 p m 
Dudley
 Moor 

























 1 30 pm SU 
Almaden Room call 924-6048. 
STUDENTS 





















































































































































SOCIETY:  Lecture Ev-
erything you 
always  wanted to know about 
graduate
 school
 but were afraid to 
ask 
12 30 pm 
Duncan Hall Room 505. call 
25.3.4181
 
CAMPUS  MINISTRY: Prayer 



















Class and requests 
drop  ins welcome Suz, 
anne  teaching
 8.9 p m 
Requests and halo-
ween party 9.1030 
pm
 Women s Gym 






 CHI ALPHA CHRIS-
TIAN 
FELLOWSHIP
 Weekly workshop 
service bible study and fellowship




Hall  Room 












Fort Ord Cali. 
forma call 924-2926 





Dudley  Moorehead 
Hall Room 
150 call 292.4052 
VSA 
(Vietname




tickets 10 30 












a m Mini Club 3134 South 
Second Street 
VSA: 
Members  can pick up membership 
cards 1030 ant 
























UNION:  Meeting 
7 30 
p m SJSU 








































































Worship  and 630 























































































HOCKEY  AT 
SJSU:






 required 510 
lee 
9 45 p 
Fastrdge
 Ice 





































Success  on 
Planning  Personal
 Suc-


















































Keyboard  Players 
Local
 Modern
 Rock Band currently 
working on 
third  album with 
national  
label  interest 
seeks  Keyboardist.
 









































































































1991  SEMESTER? 
TOUCH





1990 and ends 
























 overseas and 
new  to 
SJSU
 for the 








between  January 4 
and January
 18, 1991; C. 
Students in the "over
-sixty"  
program;
 D. 7..0 
Students





















 THE SPRING '91 









 theOffice of 
Admissions

























































register  beginning 
the 
first 













Records.  All other students register through
 
TOUCH  - 
SJSU  
or on 




 I GET 
MY
 
TOUCH  - 
SJSU 
WORKSHEET TO FILL 
OUT  BEFORE







contained  in the Spring 1991 Semester 
Schedule
 of 
Classes.  The 
Spring 
1991











 22, 1990. 
HOW 
DO










TOUCH  - 




time in the 






materials will contain any















CAN I CALL IN BEFORE MY APPOINTMENT
 TIME? 
No. The system 




enter  the 
system
 prior to their individual 
appointment
 time. 













has been mailed to 
all  
eligible
 students by 
the Office 
of  Admissions and Records. 
Students
 who are 
eligible




























wishing to change their "PIN"
 
should  
come to Admissions 
and Records 
and be prepared to 
provide  proper identification
 











 TIME WHILE TOUCH - SJSU IS 
STILL  
AVAILABLE?  
Yes. students can Add or Drop classes after their initial appointment time through the
 last day (January 4, 1991) TOUCH SJSU is available. A 















TOUCH - SJSU is 







 when the University  














TOUCH - SJSU 
is programmed to send
 each
 student in a 
canceled  






class has been canceled. The
 student
 can  go 
back into 
TOUCH - SJSU and add another 
class









 AFTER JANUARY 4,1991? 













































IF I AM 




























the  Class 
Adjustment




 in the 
"Over - 










 IF I 





- SJSU AND 
DO





 ANY OTHER 
CLASSES,
 









/7.  IF 











 WEEKS OF CLASSES
 







DO I SEE TO  




THE  $20 










fault  of their 
own 
should












waiver  of 
































DO I PAY 
THE 
$20 CLASS
 ADJUSTMENT FEE? 





failed  to 
register
 through
 either TOUCH 















































 of open 




CALCULATE  MY FEES 
WHILE I AM ON 






















WILL  MY 




are  due 
approximately



































and a list 
of the classes
 the student




HAPPENS  IF I 
FAIL 









































 missing their 
fee  payment 
deadline.
 A new
 bill will 
to 
be generated, indicating
 a new fee payment 
deadline.  
HOW DO 
I PAY MY FEES IF 





 OR MY 
SPONSOR  IS 
PAYING  
MY FEES? 
Students who are on 
financial





























 I GET MY FEE 
DECAL
 WHICH




Students will receive their Fee Decal in the mail the middle 

























spring,  resulting in the 
following breakdown: 
GROUP ONE 
All new entering Education Equity students, including those participating in EOP, SAA, Upward Bound. HCPO (Health Careers Opportunity Program) , 
and 






Achievement),  shall be eligible 
for registration








 students with 
disabilities  shall
 be allowed to 




students  shall be allowed to register
 in the 
first 
group  in the semester of entrance; 
That Associated Students Board of Directors and Executives (elected A.S. officers and student 
senators)  shall be allowed to register in the first group; 
That 
Resident
 Advisers in the 
student 
housing
 system shall be 
allowed to register 
with  the first group; 














the  semester 
in 
which  
such athletes are 
formally
 




That first-time freshmen 
shall
 register in the second
 
































































































































 IS amazing how 
time 
zones  




ranking the top teams in the country' 
- with the exception of the West 
Coast. 
Traditionalism and the advantage 
of 
having
 one's score in the early 
looming New
 York Times can 
influence
 the likes of the 
Associated
 
Press top 25 poll. These mythical 
national champion of college 
football. 
Football powers playing patsy 
schedules, such 
as Nebraska and 
Oklahoma. get high 
recognition  
because of 








Big West do not
 get the recognition 
it deserves
 with exception of 
Fresno 
State. 
The only West Coast conference 
that is taken 
seriously
 is the Pac-I0, 
hut even that has its own 
traditionalism. Why else 
would  
USC be ranked higher than 





 legacy of O.J. Simpson and 
Marcus Allen, both Heisman 
Trophy winners for USC. live
 in the 
coaches  
minds  more than
 the 
quality of the current team. 
Washington has an outside shot at 
being a national 
champion.  while a 
lesser known
 team like 
SJSU  
continues to be neglected. 
The Spartans suffered a tough 
loss to the Huskies
 earlier this year 
20-17. SJSU also beat the likes of 
Stanford a week before the Cardinal 
defeated Notre Dame.
 A double 
case of teams taking their opponents 
lightly.
 
Needless to say the Spartans have 
played a tough schedule, including 
Louisville. who is making a 
comeback
 in the polls. garnering 77 
points, which ranks
 them 26th. 
If the kicking game had pulled 
through.
 the Spartans would have 
defeated the Cardinals of Louisville 
instead of a frustrating 10-10
 tie. 
,lust by the schedule aim, the 
Swans should be receiving some 
recognition. SJSU 
does  not gain the 
publicity of an Ohio State or 
Alabama. 
Both
 teams have rich 




not lousy seasons, and still receive 
votes.
 
How does one 
justify  Fresno 
State getting one point, even though 
they were destroyed 
by
 Northern 
Illinois 714-13 and tying conference
 
rival Utah State 24-24. Utah State 
boasts a record
 of 1-4-1. while 
Northern Illinois lost to 
Big  Ten 
doormat Northwestern the week 
before  they trounced Fresno. 
The USC's. the Nebraska's. the 
Penn State's and the Ohio State's 
will always get more coverage then 





successful the lesser schools 
perform. 
Big Ten power Michigan. ranked 
20th, has a mediocre record of 3-3 




like conference rival Ohio State. 















than the actual 
pertain:ince
 
of a team. The past outweighs the
 
present dramatically, and teams 
like  
































 ever to watch 
a volleyball











 of the 
Pa-
cific











































































































Betsy  Welsh 
also
 contributed 
with 9 kills and











 pulled to 
a 9-0 lead 
in the 
first 









The Spartans had the lead for
 a 
while in 




 outside hitter 
Krissy Fifer. who
 ended the night 
with 25 kills 
and 17 digs. rallied 
the 
Tigers to a 10-15 
victory.  
In
 a do or die situation. SJSU 
took a 
1-0  lead
 in the 
third  game 
and never











said. "It was a sweet
 crowd who 
motivated
 us to 
keep  playing. 
They 
were
 great. real 
supportive."  
"Good. teams 
get  tough when 
down
 2-0 and that's 


















traveling  fans 
stood to 
their feet 




 Kasser (17 
kills and 8 
digs)  served with a 
3-14 lead. The 
Tiger 








 right towards 
them,  resulting in 
a 15-3 Pacific 
victory.
 
"We didn't perform as well as 
we usually
 do." freshman setter 
Annie 
Shaughnessy  said. "I don't 
know what 
happened.  We had no 
emotion and it pulled




15 7 15 
SJSU 11 10 IS 3 
Loaders
 
K ills - 




Page 10. Welsh 9. Czuleger
 9. UOP, Filer 
25. Kaiser 
17,  Scotian 13. Eldridge 12 
Assists
 - SJSU, Shaughnessy
 50 UOP, 
Beckenhauer 57 
D igs - SJSU, Welsh 18, Wilson 11, 
Shaughnessy 13, Czuleger 11. 
UOP, 
Beckenhauer 20, Scotian 19, Eldridge 18, 
Scruggs 17, Filer 17 
Team records - 









 "San Jose 
passed great the first  three game.. 







the  best 
teams in the 
country."  
Spartan 
assistant  coach Lindy 
Vivas said a 
lack of hall control 
was






belli said. "Hopefully 
we
 can pull 
ourselves out of 
it." 
"I'm really proud 
of the team." 
said Czuleger. who 
had nine kills 
and II digs. "We're
 looking for-
ward to the rest of the
 season. 






Holyfield set to square off 
11 Bill Williamson 




style  will make 
its post -Mike 
Tyson  debut tonight. 
James "Buster" Douglas. who 
will make his first title defense 
since his reality -defying knockout 
of Tyson in February. will face 
No.
 
I ranked Evander Holyfield in 
a 12 -round undisputed champion-
ship bout at the 




The two fighters held one 
of 
their final pre -clash press confer-
ences
 last Friday at the Oakland 
Convention  Center. Bout promot-
ers chose the site to capitialize on 
the World Series media invasion. 
The national press was 
greeted  
by two fighters who didn't want
 to 










wasn't a typical pre -
fight 
hype job. 
"This damned thing is about to 
put me aslecp. Holyfield's 
man-
ager. Lou Duva said. 
What makes this 
title  fight dif-
ferent is Douglas 130-4- 
I.
 20 
KO's) and Holyfield (24-(t. 20 
Ko's) don't




Football  Log 












































































and  much 






  clear 
covers   













to spiral er 
Vele8loil































through  flpy_6,1990, 
 295-4336 
310 5 

























 just  to 












said.  "I 


































































prove  to 


























































about  the 
betting 
odds  or 
Tyson's
 prediction


































 %our  older brother.' 































The 6 -foot -4 inch 
Douglas  
weighed 
231  pounds when he dis-
posed of Tyson. Douglas weighed 
in at 235 
pounds.  Wednesday 
morning. 




 weight doesn't 
comern 
him ause because he's, 
.140.  






5V,  inches longer 
than his. 
"I've always been 
smaller  than 
the other guy, it 
doesn't  bother 
roe." Holyfield said. "I've been 
runished before. I know 
what to 
do . 
. I feel if the tight goes into 






Ile is 8-11  since joining the 










man  who is in his 
way  of 
a third title isn't ready





"After beating Tyson. I learned 
iii)
























































SAN JosE . 
408-985-9533 
NEXT TO 641/1101AN Ouar, 
Tcileyets 



















































 team w ill tve 
has. ing a hall on 

















defending  Big 
West kOnICIL'Ill'e
 makh 














Chaminade  Um 
\ ersa  
hara.  in 
which 



































.,,.  . 
The 

















2 in Big 
West  pla) 
This













ranked Ilavv ail Wahines arc un- ('liaminadc
 
defeated  in Big 
West  
conlerence
 file 1)1% 
is 
ii
 in II sii%%.1.%%%01,1% 
pla), and 
in sole possession 
01 
arc cominl:
 olt a 
touttliaich
 
t i l l ) f i r s t
 place. 













has won the last 
eight  An..hi,,,,,,.. . 
.,,,,i  ,it t, oh 
matches  
against the Spartans
 AC -1,k.,  1\0;17 
r' 












 ,,,,, ,.1.1,1, , 



























loss to Pa -
to play better competition
 
teams













































 Intel KW Single 7160K floppy Drive 20kIli




enhanced  Keyboard, MOK PIANI 
PRINTER:
 













 CM, ker, 
Checker, 
Thesaurus,




















and Labor Warranty as long as 





























































 25, 1990, 






Dave  Martin 
holds  Eruisha, a 
12
-foot. 65 -pound 
snake, vi hile 
Aaron 
Resurrect'   watches 




Special  to the 
Daily  
The I8 -y ear -old snake 
belongs  to the Science Education 
Re-








SAN FRANCISCO (AP) 
Freed from 
a mud -and -
rock prison. Humphrey the 
wandering humpback whale 
headed toward the sea. 





 lured him 
to open 
water 





















 where he 
became
 beached
































Coast  Guard 















































































































































































































with  a har-
ness
 and used
















































It  you  could keep 





 not be a 
person either 
you'd




you kept going 
deeper and 
deeper.
 you'd he 





 a stone," 
Kinnell
 said in a 
press  release. 






















































open to the 
public. 
Kinnell's work includes more 
than a dozen collections
 of poems, 
ii anslations
 of 















 when a 





















in human nature." 
Kinnell
































tiny  balloon 
can offer 





























































































































































































































































uses  the 
flexible
 tube 
itself  to 




























































tIi, Lniversity of Rochester. He 
has taught 
at
 a number of 
universi-
ties in the
 United States and 
abroad.










New  York 
Unit  crsity, 
where  he 
continues
 to teach as a 
professor of 
arts and sciences. 
"He's taught
 in a number of 
our 
English and 
poetry  classes." said 
Soldofsky.  "His works appear in a 
number 
of






which he has been
 writing 
for 40 








and situations. At the
 
same time, 









 to go 


































 One Has Lived
 a Long 
Time 
Alone"  was 
published  Oct 
25. Thursday's
 appearance




is only the second 
public  event in 










at Student Union to t 





 political activist and 
key founding
 member of NORML. 
a group struggling
 to legalize mari-




Lenni Brenner, who is also a 
Jewish
-American historian,  will 
not be speaking on these 
issues.
 In-
stead he will he on hand to answer 
questions on the "The United Na-
tion 
Resolution
 on Zionism. What 
does it have to with the oil crisis in 
the Middle 
East?"  
Brenner has written a hook re-

























looks for someone who 
is not in 
the mainstream. 
"We get the status quo ideas ev-
eryday in the classroom," she 
said. Brenner. she said will present 



















 Brenner was 
a 
"major founder 
of the free 
speech rebels."said
 Brad Cleve-
land. a political 
comrade of Bren-
ner's for the 
past
 30 years. Brenner
 
had a high 
profile  around the 
Ber-
keley campus


















































 had been 























police  were 
trying
 to close. 
He was 
arrested and 








 staunchest leftist writers in 
New York City.








 New York 
and  in Eu-
rope. 
His  talks,  considered 
contro-
versial by 
most familiar with Bren-
ner 
and/or  his writings. seldom
 
fail  
to elicit response. 
In his hook. "The 
Lesser  Evil: 
The Democratic Party." Cleveland 




 by Tony Co-
elho and Alan 
Cranston's role 
in 
the Savings and 
Loan crisis even 
before the 
media had picked up on 
it.  
Cleveland 
said the book didn't 
enjoy wide readership. hut it did 
manage to get some meaningful re-
views. 
In September 1988,  The Ameri-
can Library Association 
Booklist  
said of "Lesser Evil. " ...unput-
downably
 
readable he documents 
his case impressively...Brenner's 
intent is to finally drive liberals 
from the party.. he just might suc-
ceed." 
"Zeta" magazine,
 in a 1988 re-
view. said "...Anyone interested 
in understanding 
and more impor-






 in the style
 of a 
streetfighter...
 is a kick
 to read. 
Imam said the first  lecture in this 
series of three was poorly at-
tended. She hopes, but isn't hold-
ing her breath. that Brenner will be 
able to reach a larger audience. 
"The quality of the 
program is 
based not so much on the quanity 
of 
people
 that attend,  but the qual-
ity of the speaker and this) 
mes-






























Century  24 
34 E. MAIN





Admission   No Registration Required
 
JobsAmerica.  
Real Jobs. Real 
Easy.  
Ai
 Johs"tnttroj i I 
,i.11111.1r111., iticr 
onahespts  !Fuentes*. Opportunities exist for 




time, or temporary pasitions And many entry-level 
positions are available too You can can lying your 
own resume Attend our 
free resume workshop Or 
fill out one of our Personal Information Sheets at 
the lair Its 
that 
easy  
Tuesday, OCTOBER 30 
11AM 
TO
 2PPA & 4PM
 TO IIPIA 









The Convention Center has plenty ot parking 
and 
son
 light rail and bus lines. So forget ahout the 
hassles of getting a job Go to lothAmenca Get a 
















Madam  ere 




















  Banking/Finance Sales Customer 
Service/Retail Computer Operators Security 
Administrative SecreianalKlencal 
Manulactunng 
Restaurant Management  Advanced Training & 
Education 
And much, much more 
For more information. please call lobs America 
at 140111417-1775 
; 

































last  Thursday, 
students  
come up with 
ideas on how to teach 
dysfunctional patients 
new ways of 
eating. Maureen



















 Burton and 
graduate  student 
I.amiya 
Faizullabhoy  show how 
a beach 
ball can he used 
to
 relax patients. The 
relaxation therapy 
allows the patient to 
move more freely, giving them 
more 
control.  
Photos by Kevin 
Squires  
Senate reject




























oldest  forests and 
a 













































 logging could 
continue  
regardless
 of the im-
pact 
on the rare 
bird. 
Republican  















to he hit 




 in timber 
harvests











































 t IN I 
a threatened
 species


















































of thousands  of timber jobs hy 





































 police are 
hunting
 a pair 
,if ner%y thieves  
who stole a police 
sar outside a police station and hi -




San Francisco  In-
ternational Almon. 
"That's






























got into the 
locked
 
patrol  car 







int. using the 
ir's flashing nsil lett, to pull 
,user
 the Good Neighbors
 
Airport  

















roadway Investigators  
said one of 
the bandits, wearing a ski mask. 
climbed into the
 an









 to the airport The 
thief 
left 











































can fill maul 
or
































 (API  
Memorizing  the 
258  
words of the 
Future Farmers





school  ritual for 
genera -
1 ions. Now 
the creed is being
 re-
written




















































 as. "I 
believe
 in 

























part out of the creed
 and 
iiu) nrt4
 ,..t.he terminology. 
They  want 













officials  say. 
Metiihers now are 













 at the organization's
 
Alexandria.





 is up 
for 
a vote next





































































































































 by "I 
be-
lieve







creed.  I 
think.
 is kind 

















 me It 
seemed  like 
it was 
too 




 His father is an elec-
trical
 contractor. he added. and "1  
tuner had any 





lie doesn't care for 
the 
propi used

















































chapter is in l'hila-
With
 









 reciting it can be ing
 doesn't 
mean 
a 1\ hOle liii iii 
tough.  
Its  six 









Associated  Press 
A phone call




 Inc.. the 
nation's
 








A small software Jinn used 









of Revlon's fOur national 
dis-




 this week in 
Santa Clara 
County
 Superior Court 
against  the company. I 
.ogisticon  of 
Santa Clara 
"We didn't have any remedies 
























warehouses  in 
Phoe-
nix. Ariz.. and










































 in the 
middle
 of the 
night, using





































































































































"Whin  and it an 


















































 and Gallagher 
used 
then  












wasn't  able to resume 
operations
 
until Logisticon  - 
under





























































































 as an Air  
Force officer
 You will 
be
 



















































WASHINGTON (API  Dem-
ocratic congressional leaders said 
Wednesday they had dropped their 
demand for a surtax on the 
wealthy,  apparently clearing the 
way to a deficit-reduction
 plan ac-
ceptable to President
 Bush and 
most members of Congress. 
"We're going 
to
 get an agree-
ment this 
week,"
 said House 
Speaker Thomas Foley, D -Wash.. 
'Today,
 I hope. This week, I'm 
sure.'
 ' 










Raise the top income-tax rate 
on the wealthiest Americans from 
























 levels at which 
the 








 But it appeared









people earning more  than 
5300.-
()(X)  yearly. 
The 























 likely to 







gasoline  by about 5 
cents 
a gallon while 
boosting le-
vies on cigarettes,





spending would be reduced by 





















































































said that with 
election day 
less  than 
two 
weeks  off they 
decided
 it was 
time for a 
budget agreement
 to be 













 said one top 
Democrat. 
"We've  debated 
the issues for 
a 
long time.







way,  Rep. 
Tom 








 and it's 
another  thing








ready  to 












 of their 
own 
opposition.  "It's







said of the 

























 list of 
















 y eto pen 














veto  and threats
 












likely to remain intact 
when  Con-





jection of a major






they did not 
base the two-thirds 
maionly needed





vetoes  of Presi-
dent George Bush. this may 
well 
he















1 uesday . 
( het
 the last three decades.
 only 














Bush  is using his 
yeto power dif-
teiently




emplosed  the 





















 It is a 

















































































































































































 hied of a 
misdemeanor.
 
less as a 
public 
relations  weapon. 
much 
more  as a quiet 
instrument of 
influence
 in the 



































dealing  w ith 
lays makers. 
Bush has






















 Iwo houses 
against
 you. y
 iii hose no 
leverage.  
the odds are
 heasy against 
you." 
said 
White  House press 
secretary  
Marlin 
Fitzwater.  "So 
you've
 got 
to use a 
sledgehammer  going in 
that say 
s.
 'We won't 






Los  is 
refused
 to say whether
 he would 
veto 
a hill Bush does it 





out  options to make a hill aLeepta-
hie 
"You try to get as much change 
as yiwir 













eh,.  you 
tell 
them  they




compri muse."  
Bush established the pattern 
vs 




anted  to 
raise the minimum 













































are  this 
year's  focus  
By 
Walter  R. Mears 
Associated Press 
WASHINGTON  (API  Dem-
ocrat 
Jimmy Carter used to call the 
income tax system a 
disgrace
 to the 
human 
race.  Republican Ronald  
Reagan
 said it was so 
complex.  





hauled, and when Reagan signed 
a 
tax reform bill the 
Democrats  
helped fashion,  he 
said equity and 
certainty









 sharply drawn by 
Democratic 
insistence  that the rich 
haven't been 





















 is almost inevi-
table, 
and in fewer than the five 
years the 199) 
deficit deal was de-
signed to 
cover.
 The 5500 billion 
in deficit reduction it is supposed 
to produce is based on economic 
forecasts 
so optimistic as to he al-
most euphoric. 
That includes a forecast of 




























growth would have 
to 
surge over 
the same period 







 steadily . 
Budget 
negotiators  insisted  the 
numbers are




 not prove correct. 
By now, that's the 
pattern.  Deficit 
forecasts have
 been far from re-
sults 
during  the 




one year at a time.
 not
 
live,  and the 
major reason they 
missed Was that 










nobody could look 
people  in the 
eye and 
claim  to know 
what's 

























Bush's  veto 
of a 
major  civil rights
 bill the admin-
istration
 said would 
lead to hiring 
quotas.  
The 







 one vote 
short  of the 
two-thirds 





said it was 
neci*$














 top priority in Con-
gress this year. 
It was 
the  16th 






 has sustained 
him. 
The Senate 




the  year 
a drive
 to 





protested  in vain that 
the measure had









road  on civil
 rights,
 but that 
is 
no reason for








































































































55 Lis no 










 il rights 































rights  bill 
but










own  proposal to 
Capitol  
Hill  
along  with 
the  veto. 
Spon-
sors and
 civil rights 
leader dis-
missed 













cases  last 
year
 

























work  by 






















sponsors negotiated over much 
of
 the summer but were 




Bush has often said he 
wanted 
III sign
 a civil rights hill this year 
hut 

























































































































resolution  and 
Labor 
secretary  to resign 


















































 t,, head 
the  
Amer-  

















 the lead 
on




















































Management.  and 
Rep. 








































































































































'  I 
.ane
 told her 
he 
was  sorry that 
,he vs 































































settle  the 
bitter 
Pittston


























eh,  lmt 
the 






























































































gan era. In 
addition







 seat heft use 
fill- 




 ways to 
help  women 
ad-
vance in 
their careers and 
crack 
what she 

















 rank, as 
the 
top-ranking








 in the 
Cabinet  was 





to mend fences 
with 
her 























 spans more than 
Mil
 de-
cades  She worked in the old De-
partment of Health.















span. Nor. he said. 
could  there be 
any 
guarantee  
that  the 
government
 












over  taxes,  
spending
 and 










projected  five-year 
plan would 
only reduce 
the rate of 
increase
 in the national debt,  
not 





ment to accept tax increases.
 Bush 
said Tuesday that 
Reagan  had to 
compromise.  
too,
 because he ulso
 
had 
























N.H. "That in 
































when  he 
did 
what




























































































































nearly  52 
billion














































sion on base 
closings



















































































spent  on Star 
Wars
 last 





























 spending in the
 hill 
us 
5529  million less than the amount 
appropnated for the three depart-

















































out  how to 
qualify 
as


































PARK (AP)  
Huge  boulders 
knocked
 loose by a moderate 
earthquake 
blocked  one major 
road 
going
 into Yosemite National Park
 
Wednesday,
 and two of the 
three 





 also closed due
 to 
rocksl 
ides, park officials said. 
No injuries were reported from 
the 
temblor
 that registered a 
pre-
liminary 5.8 on the Richter scale, 
according  to the United States 
Geological  Survey. The quake hit 
at 11:15 p.m. Tuesday and was felt 
in much of Northern California 
and 
Nevada.  
"It's not a big pile 
of small 
rocks, it's a small 
pile of big 

















 140 into the 
park, 
hut that 
was  expected to be 
cleaned  
up Wednesday,
 Ranger Scot 








SAN DIEGO (AP)  A 
reputed 
mobster was 
found guilty of help-
ing launder money
 he thought 
came from a 
Colombian  drug car-
tel in a scheme masterminded
 by a 
former governor's aide. 
Chris Petti, 63, whom
 authori-




day of six charges
 stemming from 
the plot inspired 
by
 an FBI sting. 
Petti. who 
feared
 a jury could 
not be fair 
because
 of his alleged 
criminal ties, had 
waived his right 
to a jury trial 
and  elected to have 
U.S. District 
Judge  .1. Lawrence Ir-
ving determine
 the verdict. 
"The 
government has proved to 
my mind, 
beyond  any possible 
doubt,  that there was a conspiracy 




convicted of one count 
of conspiracy. - two .counts of 
money laundering and three counts 
of aiding and abetting in the at-
tempt to circumvent federal cur-
rency 







 he will 
appeal 
the verdict on the 
issue  of 
the 




The ruling ends the prosecution 
of 
five
 people charged in the af-
termath of the FBI sting. An un-
dercover  FBI agent posed
 as a rep-
resentative of Colombian
 cocaine 
lords seeking to hide 
the  source of 









supposedly made in the scheme, 
saying
 no such evidence was pre-
sented  at trial. 
The judge 
described
 Petti as "a 
knowing 
and  voluntary member of 
the conspiracy." hut agreed with 
the  defense that he wasn't 
privy  to 
all
 of the plot's details. 
"I 
agree  with 
your attorney
 that 
you were a 







you  and 





















































 the park this 
summer, there 
have  been several 
road closures 
because  of slides at- . 
tributable to the lack 
of tree roots, 
park officials have said.
 But the 
quake didn't cause any 
slides on 




The epicenter of the quake was 
in Lee Vining, a small Mono 
County town northeast of Yosem-
ite National Park in the Sierra Ne-
vada and about 190 miles southeast 
of San Francisco, said USGS 
spokeswoman 
Pat Jorgenson in 
Menlo 
Park.  
The quake was felt by residents 
'We had 
lots of calls but 
no reports of injury.' 
 Suzanne Sturdivant, 
sheriff
 deputy 
in a wide area including Manteca. 
Modesto, Sacramento and Stock-
ton. 
"We had lots 
of
 calls but no re-
ports of injury,"
 said Mono 
County  Sheriff's 
Deputy  Suzanne 
Sturdivant,
 who said the 
quake 
lasted about 45 
seconds.  
There 
were  no reports of serious 
damage 
or
 injuries in Mono 
County, she said, 
but some cracks 












 said the 
quake was

















In the gift shop, things started 
clinking around, and that's how 
the girls in the gift shop knew 
about it," West said. 
Syrena Stylf. an 
employee  at 
Harrah's  in Reno. said 
guests re-
ported feeling dizzy but
 didn't im-
mediately realize a 
quake had 
struck.  








docii. swinging lamps 
and pictures 
falling


























"There  was a good little shift of 
the ground
 there for a few sec-
onds," he 
said.  "It wasn't strong 
enough to 
do any damage, but it 
sure 
shook  my aquarium and 
plants. 
"The first thing
 I thought was 



















(but)  it 
didn't 




get  excited 
about." 
The Richter scale measures the 
magnitude of a quake according
 to 
ground motion as 
recorded
 on seis-
mographs. Every increase 
of one 
digit represents a tenfold increase 






damage, and a magnitude 6 
quake  
can cause 
severe  damage. 
The quake that struck Iran on 
June 21, which was measured at 
between







60.(X))  and left half a 
million homeless. 































 is asking 
the  FBI to in-
vestigate allegations
 that he and his 
command staff 
had an unwritten 
policy that 
condoned  the abuse 
of 
inmates in San 
Diego  County jails. 
In requesting




Tuesday  in a letter to 
the FBI 
that







 prisoners on the part
 
of the 




 I deny that 





































 the allegations last
 
week, praised 
the  action and said 
he
 would supply 
the FBI with 
evi-
dence  that Duffy 
did  nothing after 
the inmate -abuse 








against  the county Monday 
'I think 
(the media) would rightfully crucify 
us
 if 
we didn't do anything about these allegations.' 
















Sheriff  Jack 





requested  the FBI 
investi-
ption at the 




Mayer,  who described it 
as the only 
responsible  thing to do. 
"I think (the media) would 
rightfully crucify us if 
we
 didn't do 
anything about 
these  allegations," 
Mayer said. "We have to. We're 
talking about cops. 
You can't look 
the other way." 
The claim filed on behalf of 
Capt. Bobbitt accuses Duffy of 
telling internal affairs detectives to 
focus exclusively
 on alleged cases 
of inmate abuse that 
occurred dur-
ing the











could  harm 
himself or 
Drown. 
Duffy  is 
retiring 




Drown  as his 
successor.  
Drown  is 
opposed 
in the 



























































































 bill draws conflicting views 
LANSING,  
Mich.  (AP)  
A 
bill 
to make it 
illegal


























husband  is 
charged  with 
helping  her kill herself
 in a Detroit -





to use a 








 said it was
 unwise and
 even 











cruel  and 
unworkable 
 to tell people they
 can't help put 
terminally
 ill patients 
out of their 
misery, if that's




"I do not 









fighters allowed an 
arson -
caused Nate in June to burn 
through a residential neighbor-
hood so they could stop
 the 
fire's advance into a more heav-











aged in the Glenmore Canyon 
neighborhood 
during
 the June 
27 fire, according to the report 
released 




Firefighters opted to focus on 
the fire's eastern 
edge to keep it 
from moving into Pasadena. 
That move saved more than 700 





 or destroyed in Glendale's , 
worst  brush fire,  which authori-







 and City Manager David 
Ramsey









necessary  to 
contain  the fire. 
"Ifs like 


















had  to get ahead of it. 










 resources for approxi-
mately 
two hours into the inci-
dent."
 
Fueled by hot,  dry 
weather 
and 
winds  of up to 28 mph, the 
fire 
"quickly  overwhelmed the 
resources of the 




Wildfires that day in Santa 




agencies from sending help 
quickly to 











she  wasn't 
satisfied 















roofs,  the report said. 
punished or prosecuted because 
they had the 
compassion  to say, 
'This  is enough, said Theresa 
Hobbins, of Lansing. who de-
scribed herself as a terminal cancer 
patient.  
But D.T. 
Asselin,  assistant pro-
fessor of philosophy 
at Hillsdale 
College, argued that "assisting 
in
 
suicide is morally wrong because 
suicide is morally wrong. None of 
us is ever free of the web of com-
mitment (to others)." 
They testified at 
the  opening of 
hearings by the state Senate's 
Human Resources and Senior Citi-
zens  Committee on a bill to make 
assisting in a suicide a 
felony  pun-
ishable by up to four 
years  in 
prison and a fine of up to $2,000. 
Cancer patient Ken Shapiro, of 
East Lansing, called the bill "a 
textbook case 
of politics and poli-
ticians at their 
worst."
 
"Assisted suicide can he a great  
help to those who are critically 



























Dr. Charles Vear, representing
 
Physicians for Ethical 
Responsi-
bilty. 
said doctors shouldn't 
serve  
contradictory
 goals, healing but 




























the El Cajon jail 
for  18 
months 
between  1986 and 
1988,  
received a 35
-day suspension from 
Duffy in December
 for being der-
elict in her 




appealing  the suspension 
to the city Civil 
Service Commis-
sion.  












 up in 
January 







transferred  from 











affairs report was 
completed.
 














matter  and 
possibly 
challenge  Duffy. 
thus 








 he had no reason to read
 the 
report and never 
was asked for 
input 
regarding















is dropping its talk shows
 and 





Frank °saran. the sta-
tion's
 general manager. an-
nounced the change to staff 
members on Tuesday and 







to KCBS' coverage of 
the 
devastating  1989 earthquake. 











outstanding  coverage 
brought us more than 30 
awards." ()saran said. "Our 
franchise is news,  we discov-











 for a job 







LOS ANGELES (AP)  As-
semblyman
 Dennis Brown, who is 
retiring from the Legislature this 
year, is sending out resumes and 
letters on official -looking statio-
nery soliciting jobs from lobbyists, 
a newspaper reported Wednesday. 
The letters, which include a  
tiny 
disclaimer saying they were paid 
for with campaign funds.
 were 
mailed 10 weeks 
before  a law takes 
effect barring elected officials 
from 
lobbying  for one 
year  after 
they leave office. 
Ruth  Holton. lobbyist for 
Cali-
fornia  Common 









do it after he 
leaves the Legis-
lature." Holton said. "The clear 
implication




















 R -Long Beach.
 has served 
in the Assembly since 
197%. 
State officials


























may  violate an exist-
ing state law prohibiting the use of 
campaign  funds for personal pur-
poses. 





he directly related 
to a political. 
legislative or governmental 
pur-
poses," said Sandra Michioku. a 
spokeswoman
 for





The letters, accompanied by the 
resumes.
 are written on stationery 
identical
 







Assembly members and 
include
 
the state seal. 
Brown",





 to enter 
the private
 sector 
and  am 
interested  
in 

























you feel that my background
 
and 







and -or your 
clients, 
or 




whom I might 
he of benefit," 
Brown 
unexpectedly  announced 
his retirement in 






 guidance. I 
know  now is 
the time to 
move on." He added 
that he wanted 
"to  do something 
with  the rest of my life 
while  I am 
still young 











for work. It's a nat-





 of his own
 personal 
funds.
















STANFORD (AP)  Providing 
adequate health care for all Ameri-
cans is possible only if the need to 
serve patients and the responsibil-
ity to avoid unnecessary expense 
are reconciled. 
U.S. Health And 
Human 
Services
 Secretary Louis 
W. Sullivan said. 
"Absent this,  
we
 are doomed to 
failure." he said in a speech Tuess 




 students and 
staff of the 
Stanford  University 
Medical Center. 
"I challenge you to help 
forge 
the greatly needed national consen-
sus on health care reform through 
active and informed participation 
in the debate and meaningful con-
tribution to 
solutions."  he said. 










 a society, will 
spend 
some $650 billion.
 or 12 
percent of 
gross  national 
product,  
on health care 
in 1990. This 
com-
pares  with 5.3 




 7 percent in 1970. 
and a 







 "Unlike some. I do not 
argue that 12 
percent of GNP is 







comes  to an 
average
 of $2. -
MX)  for each 
U.S.  citizen, an 
amount that 
"ought  to be 
enough." 
Forces
 driving up 
the cost of 
health  care, he said, 
include too. 
many  people viewing 
the health 






 that, while 
personally  grat-
ifying in the short run,
 are harmful 
to 
our health," he 
said. 
"And we expect















 that we will live long lives.
 
This 



























by 12.5 percent in 
1989, 
That
 was nearly three times the 
general  inflation rate, he noted, 
and according
 to the survey. "no 
significant





 from the pre-
vious 
year 
Because of the high
 cost of 
health care, 




people  without insur-
ance are
 unable to afford
 needed 










care   
which






































































who  walked 
into








death  and wounded
 two 
police officers
















Wadsworth, 64, of San Leandro. 
whose Living Gospel Outreach of-
fices were in the 
James Flood 
Building, where the 
shootings  oc-
curred  Tuesday. police said. 
Wadsworth 
was a casual 
friend 
ol 
the  slain lawyer, Garfield 
Stew-
ard. 75, and 


























































about  it. 
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 the San Jose JCL 
unconventional Halloween p 
8 pm. Cajun
 music, jazz, food 
and prizes' $10 in advance a 
For more Information call (401 
St.Joseph
 Cathedral ID 
October 28 
Celebrate the reopening ol 





 Son Fernando Streets. 
and entertainment kicks off 








November 3-4 and 104 
A free public opening featura 
tours, music, food, and speck 
McCabe





Veterans  Day Parade 
November l'l 
Commemorating  the 
fiftieth  
the days 






and more. In Plaza
 Pa 




































































































 Evils: 11 











































 Halloween party. 











In advance and at 
the  
door. 




























-lent kicks off several weeks of 
events. 





pening  featuring two
 weekends of 
guided  
ad, and special exhibits at 
















fly-overs,  exhibits, marching 
bands,  
s. In Plaza Park
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 Fake Skin 
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1001 more costumes, 
wigs, 


































 of the OPERA" Live on stage! 
Prizes for BEST COSTUME  BEST MASK 
 MOST ORIGINAL  MOST OFFENSIVE  SEXIEST 
GRAND PRIZE Trip for 
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 L.A. with Hotel& Tix to see 
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LONDON  (AP) 
Army -sup- 
brutally  tortured. 
Victims have 
ported
 death squads 
already have 
been  shot dead on 
the streets or in 
killed  more 
people  
in El 

















several killings, in -
Between January
 and 






gust, 45 people were
 reportedly 
member slain Aug. I 
at
 work, and 
killed by death 
squads in the Cen- 
a union member who 
was taken 
tral American 
country, compared  
from 








 July 23. His body was 



















































mutilated, some with their 
faces completely destroyed and 
others with signs of having been 
Amnesty said its information on 
the death squad killings came from 
former members of  the security 
forces, 
among  other sources. 
Amnesty said its sources and 
other information "including testi-
monies  by former members of the 
military, suggests that those re-
sponsible for
 these actions (death 
squad killings) are




says four apparent 
"However, the extent and na-
ture of 
the abuses and the fact that 
human rights violations have 
been  
committed with almost 
total impu-
nity under this and 
previous gov-
ernment has left 
little doubt of offi-
cial
 complicity," 
Amnesty  said. 
The rights 





of rights abuses linked








killings  that occurred 
based  on findings by 
Amnesty
 del -
in the days following
 the U.N. egates 
who  visited the country
 in 




 are continuing to 
operate
 with The report 
contains 34 recom-
the 
confidence  that they will 
not be mendations, 






 Cristiani's gov- 
'strengthening  the office of 
the At-
ernment  had 
acknowledged
 reform torney 
General  and ensuring its in -
was needed and that the 
security dependence, 
and  protection for 
forces  sometimes committed "ex- 
judges and witnesses involved
 in 
cesses."  But the government has human
 rights cases. 
denied 
involvement.  
About 72,000 people have been 
killed in the 11.year-old civil war. 
The two sides began cease-fire 
talks in May and are scheduled to 
meet Nov. 
4 in Mexico. 
After the U.N. agreement,
 the 
government spoke out publicly 
against
 torture and established 
rights 






guidelines  and established 
a 24 -hour office to provide infor-



















sealed  the 




Wednesday  in an 
effort to 
curb
 a wave of 
bloody re-
venge  attacks
 by Arabs 





































 tensions over the 
killings of Palestinians on the 
Temple




 of a 
20th Arab victim.
 








 by an Israeli 
civilian on a 
street  near the holy 
site during the 






which  is 





died  Wednesday 
of
 beat-
ing  wounds 



















































In an interview on army radio, 
Arens
 denied that confining 
Pales-
tinians to the territories amounted 
to returning to the 1967 border
 be-
fore Israel
 captured the land. "We 
hi,o,e 
to take the 
correct 
steps  to en-
sure our 
control 








































the  order 
would 












aids peace talks 
in El Salvador 
SAN  SALVADOR.
 El Salvador 





 aid to conduct by both 
the Salvadoran government and the 
rebels
 could speed up peace talks 
that 
resume  early next month, 
some
 Salvadoran
 leaders say. 
The Senate last week halved the
 
$85 million aid 
package and prom-
ised to cut
 aid altogether 
if the 
rightist government
 of President 
Alfredo Cristiani




 fail to demonstrate 













 would be re-
stored.  
On Tuesday,



























 seen as 
follow-
ing in American
 footsteps,  
and  
this time they 
got out in front
 by 
officially 
tumbling  into 
reces-
sion on 
their  own. The 
United  
States, 























 Canada had 
slipped
 into a 
recession, though
 he expected it 















this year, saying a slow 
recov-
ery would begin next year. 
Wilson said the 
current  reces-
sion 
would be nothing like the 
1981-82
 version, which in-
volved




"The partial information 
that
 





 the crisis 
in the Middle 
East
 and the 
weakening U.S. economy, sug-
gest a further decline in 
out-
put." Wilson said. "However. 






economist at the Royal Bank, 
said the current situation dif-
fered 
from the 1981-82 reces-
sion in that the economy since 
1988 has slipped slowly into 
economic malaise and will work 
its way out slowly. 
Neufeld  said the Canadian 
economy has never
 gone into re-
cession when the 
American 
economy did 
not  "no matter 
how far 










already  is in 
re-
cession.  
others  say 
it













cession  by a 
narrow  margin. 
The 
opposition
 in the Ca-




policy of high interest rates  
an effort to  
cure
 inflation  for 
the 
recession.  




two  consecutive quarters of 
negative  growth. The 
Canadian 
economy shrank 0.4 percent in 
the second quarter of 1990
 and 
Wilson predicted there would be 
negligible




 will be 
looking 
over
 the next 
year or so at 
no in-
crease in their
 standard of 
liv-
ing." Neufeld 




 at an 
economic  brief-
ing. 
He said it 
would  be a period
 
when consumers pay "tremen-
dous attention to managing their 
financial 
affairs." and
 a time to 
focus on 
"keeping  your job if 






have  the 
word already. Retail sales in 
August were down 0.2 percent 
from July as consumers spent 
less on big -ticket items such as 
vehicles, furniture and appli-
ances, according  to Statistics
 











would  rise 
from  the 
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'Sexual slavery was not 






merit to furnish a hotel -casino he 
owned  in Atlantic ('its. 
She said Gueeione also ordered 





 law yet'. 
Murray  
Schwan,. said she sited 
se 
hen he 




 lawyer. Jeffrey 
Daichman. called the award an 
outrage
 and said he will appeal. 
Guccione's only e idence to 
contradict






judge.  who heard 














































originally  from 
St. 
Paul. Minn.. approached Guecione 








At the time. she was
 lix 
mg in 
California. where she was working 
as a cocktail waitress and 
topless 





several minor brushes with the 
law, the judge said. 
Guceione said in a statement 
Tuesdai, that Penthouse presented 
evidence that Thoreson was a for-











Ass -pinching passenger 
gets squeezed by stiff fine 
LUBBOCK.





passenger  who pinched 
a 
flight attendant's






















charged  with causing a 
drunken ruckus 
aboard  the Ameri-
can Airlines
 flight Sept 
lb. 
The 











;ailed on charges of interfering 
w WI a flight crew,
 
it federal of-
fense cam. mg up to 20 ears in 














tense,  simple assault. 
The seven other men are sched-
uled tOr trial
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The manufacturer ot the radar -
eluding Stealth bomber asked the 
U.S. Patent and "trademark office 
in Washington. I) ( - . last Jul) to 
igtuse
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 supported by a bi-partisan 
coalition of student 
leaders 
Arneze  Washington, Presid 
\ociated Students, 
hie,  President of Collis'
 
Republicans, and Mike Potter, 
President of Campus Democrats,
 announce their support of 
Fiscalini.  
In a 
rare  show of unity, the 
leaders 
of 
opposing  political 
party  organiza-
tions at San Jose State
 University have 
come together 
to
 endorse their choice
 




 spent a lifetime in 
edu-
cation.
 and he clearly understands
 not 
only the needs of 
students.  but also the 
truly great asset 
this university is 
to 









Theresa  Jacobs, 
president  of Col-
lege 
Republicans, 




 that the 
Mayor's  
office  is one for 
all  the people. 
above  the 
partisan 
concerns
 of one 
party  or 
another. 
That's
 why he's 
endorsed  by 
both major 



















committed  to 






prepare  San 
Jose  for a 
competitive.  













Mineta. Senator Al Alquist. 
Assemblyman  Rusty Areias. and Coun-
cil Members Shirley Lewis and 
Iola Wil-
liams. and 
Republicans  like Congress-
man Tom 
Campbell.  Assemblyman 
Chuck
 Quackenbush, and Council 
Member Lu Ryden. 
1 am proud 
to
 receive the endorse-
ment of these 
student leaders." Fiscal-
ini said. "I 
think  it's a testament to the 
wisdom 
of
 our young people that 
they
 
understand  that a 
mayor,
 especially a 
mayor of one of the 
largest cities in the 
nation, must 
not exclude half the 
population 




belief  over 
another.  
"As Mayor of 
San Jose. I'll be seek-
ing assistance from
 both Republicans 
and Democrats 




 is to protect and promote 
San 
Jose, and these 
students  under-
stand that. I'm 
proud to have all of 
them as part 
of
 my campaign." said 
Fiscalini,  a graduate of Santa Clara 
University  and long-time teacher,  
prin-
cipal and superintendent










Frank  Fiscalini 
announced 
today  his support for 
the 
unification of San Jose
 State Univer-
sity. saying 
that, "The time is long
 past 
when San Carlos 
Street
 should be 
closed to 
traffic  through the 
campus." 
"The closure of 
San  Carlos between 
4th and 10th streets has 
been a topic 
of heated debate 
between the San Jose 
City Council and 
San  Jose State for 
over 




 "By closing the street. a 
pedestrian mall 
will  be constructed as 




renovations.  Such a con-
course will lead to a 
greater unification 
of the University campus and to 
pedes-
trian safety." 
Fiscalini's opponent in the 
race. 




the  street to be closed down 
a number of years ago. 
but had backed 
off under pressure from a small group 
of protesters. and called for a year of 
study. the source 
stated. 
Fiscalini said that he would work 
with 
the University and surrounding 
businesses and 
residents
 to minimize 
any hardship caused by the 
unifica-
tion project. 
"While I understand the concern 
some nearby small businesses  and 
residents legitimately have. I promise 
that we will work with you to make sure 
your businesses and convenience 
do 
not suffer." said Fiscalini, who was the 
Mayor's first  chairman of the Down-
town Working Review Committee. "This 
plan will 
open  up parking. and reduce 
traffic congestion by creating more in-
centives for use of light rail and our 
excellent bus system." 
Pointing to the campus unification
 
project at Santa Clara University that 
was completed about a year ago. Fis-
calini added that. "It's a shame that 
more work hasn't 
gone into ameliorat-
ing the concerns of neighbors. As 
Mayor. one of my top priorities is to 
Please turn to back page 
111111,11,
 NOV!. Pre- Elet tints SIN%
 












 arts center --also 
wants new child
 care center 
Frank 
tells  a group of students that he 
supports the construction of 
a new performing arts 
center
 and a nezv child care center. 
"San Jose State University 
is a very 
important part of our 
community.
 and 
under my administration. I will move 
quickly to establish a better relation-
ship between the 
campus  and the City." 
Mayoral candidate Frank 
Fiscalini 
stated this week. "It's my understand-
ing that San Jose State has a plan for 
a joint effort 
to
 create a performing arts 
center, and I 
intend  to support such a 
plan." 
Fiscalini, who spent 25 years 
as 
Superintendent of the East Side 
Union 
High School District, said that collabo-
ration between
 San Jose State Univer-
sity and the 
City  of San Jose on a 
performing arts building 
"will be bene-
ficial to both parties." 
The site is presently 
occupied  by 
the Men's Gym (#45). much of which 
has 
been
 closed for health and safety 
reasons. 
University  students familiar
 
with the proposal 
said  that the plan for 
such an arts center at 
that  site would 
consist of four performance
 areas; the 
building would seat 1200 in its
 main 
hall. 500 in a smaller theater, 200 in 
a 
Page 2 - 
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third theater,




 would be near 
the 
growing




San  Jose, a location






 said Fiscalini. 
who  
was
 one of the 
founders  of Opera 
San 
Jose
 and helped raise






 would the 
curriculum  
of San Jose State
 be improved, 
but  San 
Jose's arts and
 culture life will 
be
 en-
hanced as well." 













 joint venture 
with the City 
of San Jose
 for the 
construction  of a 
parking garage
 in the 10th 
Street/ 
Alma area of the
 City. The 
specific
 site 
is yet to be 
identified,  but it 
would  be 




early  stages, the 
sources  say. it is 
assumed  that the 
parking
 garage would 
be constructed
 on City land.
 An ana-
lytical study 
as well as the
 ability of 
CSU 
and the City to reach an 
agree-
ment may well  determine 
the timing of 
the  construction of the facility. 
Fiscalini stated that. "I would look 
favorably upon the construction
 of such 
a needed 
facility." 
Fiscalini added that he is also very 
interested 
in another possible 
joint
 
effort to build a new child care center, 
proposed in the Campus 
Master
 Plan 
of September 1990. wherein the Uni-
versity 
hopes  to replace 100 student 
family 
apartments.
 The apartments 
were lost as the result of the
 demolition 
of 




child  care center 
could  be 
located on the site
 of the new housing. 
thus making it 
easily  accessible to 
those students who 




 of East 
Side  High Schools, 




 the center has
 not been 
found, but 
Fiscalini  said that,
 as Mayor, 
he 
would  look for 






facilities  are needed
 
throughout




working  men and 
women," Fis-
calini stated.
 "I will 
make





 it can re-
sponsibly  do 
to help 
































 by a 
Bi-Partisan




 and Students Including: 
















Campus  Democrats* 
The 
East Side Teacher's 
Association
 
Senator Al Alquist (D) 
Theresa Jacobs, President - 
College  Republicans 
The San 
Jose
 Fire Fighters Association 
City Councilwoman Shirley Lewis (D) 
The Oak Grove Teachers 
Association  
Arneze Washington 
President,  Associated Students* 
Mayoral Candidate Chris 
Panopolous
 
The Building & 
Construction
 Trades Council 
City Councilwoman
 Iola Williams (D) 
The  Amalgamated Transportation Union 
City 
Councilwoman




 & Police Officers
 Association
 





Metropolitan  Chamber 
of Commerce 
Assemblyman



















Treasurer,  loan 
Mayoral candidate calls for 
internship program: "My 
office will be first in line." 
Frank Fiscalini called today for "the 
establishment of a formal internship 
program between the City and SJSU. I 
plan to make the Mayor's office a cen-
ter for interns who wish to learn civic 
responsibility while serving the people 
of this city." 
While students presently do occa-
sionally serve as interns at City Hall, 
"they must seek those internships en-
tirely on their own, without any formal 
assistance from either the City or the 
University," explained Associated Stu-
dent President Arneze Washington. "I 




"A program that assists in the place-
ment of students in intern positions in 
City departments as well as the Mayor's 
and Council Members' offices would 
benefit both the students and the City," 
Fiscalini stated. 
Under the Fiscalini proposal, The 
City would actively 
seek
 San Jose State 
students for involvement in local gov-
ernment. "The creation of such a for-
mal internship program is just one 
more way my administration will work 
to establish a favorable long-term rela-
tionship between the City of San Jose 
and San Jose State University." he 
said.  
Fiscalini pledges unification 
continuec I from page 1 
look for many more ways to integrate 
San Jose State University into the 
community of San Jose. Both the 
university and the City provide many 





said that, "We all suffer 
when we fail to 
recognize
 the great 
assets that each offers to 
the  other. 
Under my administration, that truth 
will 
be recognized." 
Fiscalini said that he would have a 
person
 on his staff assigned "as a liai-
son 
to the university to meet with 
students, 
faculty
 and administration 
to make 












safety at San Antonio 
Mayoral candidate Frank Fiscalini 
promised action today on the "danger 
zone at 10th 
and  San Antonio. I don't 
want to see any more injuries to stu-
dents or others while we're waiting for 
this 
district's  council representative to 
do her job. It's past time for a traffic 
light at this intersection." The area is 
represented by 
Council
 Member Susan 
Hammer. 
The crosswalk at the intersection of 
10th and San Antonio
 has been an 
issue of some concern for a few years. 
Several students using the crosswalk 
have been injured 
by automobiles,  
student sources claimed. 
"This is a major pedestrian traffic 
route 
to campus." said Interfraternity 
Council President Colin Clover. "It's 
the main walkway from the east side of 
campus. where 
seven fraternities and 










"very  dangerous." 
Fiscalini, who
 built and managed 
ten high schools as East Side High 
Schools Superintendent, said that, 
"There have been a significant number 
of 
reports
 that the police have been 
issuing numerous 
citations  to motor-
ists who don't stop for 
pedestrians  at 
the 
intersection,  in an effort to control 
this safety 
problem.  I commend them 
for assisting, but 
we
 must help them by 
getting a traffic light 
in




who  is strongly supported 
by the San Jose
 Police Officers Asso-
ciation, said he believes 
that.  "With the 
addition of 
a traffic light and contin-
ued police 
support.  this problem can
 
and will be eliminated." 
University students show 
Frank  the danger of the San Antonio intersection 
